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Abstract

Many datasets resulting from participant ratings for word norms and also concreteness ratios are 
available. However, the concreteness information of infrequent words and non-words is rare. This 
work aims to propose a model for estimating the concreteness of infrequent and new lexicons. Here, 
we used Lancaster sensory-motor word norms to predict the word concreteness ratios of an English 
word dataset. After removing the missing values, we employed a stepwise multiple linear regression 
(SW-MLR) procedure for choosing an optimum number of norms to develop a predictive multiple 
regression model. Finally, we validate our model using 10-fold cross-validation. The final model could 
predict concreteness by Residual Mean Standard Error equal to 0.723 and R-Square of 0.515. Also, 
our results showed that all 11 variables of this dataset except the Head-mouth parameter are useful 
predictors. In conclusion, as a growing demand to know the concreteness values of non-words and also 
infrequent words is evident, our statistical method can pave the way for controlled experiments when 
choosing non-words as a stimulus is critical.
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Introduction

Why do people categorize some words as concrete and others as abstract? How can we predict the 
concept of concreteness value based on their embodied properties? The way we think about the world 
is intimately connected to our sensory-motor and action-effector perceptions, as suggested by Barsalou 
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(1999) and many other studies. These findings emphasize that when we conceptualize the world, we rely 
on the mechanisms that allow us to experience it firsthand. This process involves functional dependence 
on action, emotion, and perception systems (Barsalou, 2008). Our brains use representations rooted in 
experiential methods, employing neural simulations or reenactments to deploy these representations 
(Barsalou et al., 2003).

Embodied cognition is a well-supported concept (Barsalou, 1999; Connell, 2019; Connell & Lynott, 
2014b; Smith & Gasser, 2005; Vigliocco, Meteyard, Andrews & Kousta, 2009; Wilson, 2002). It 
highlights that people perceive and understand the world through a combination of sensory-motor 
and action-effector perceptions. This perspective extends to mental representations of lexicons, as 
demonstrated by studies like Yao et al. (2020). Research has consistently shown that we comprehend 
language by relating it to our interaction with the world, exemplified by idiomatic metaphors that 
activate both sensory-motor and abstract concept networks in the brain (Hellmann et al., 2013). The 
conceptual metaphors offer valuable insights into individual differences, cognitive processes, and 
social interactions (Fetterman, French, and Meier, 2022; Gibbs, 2017).

One practical application of embodied cognition is seen in video instruction, which combines visual and 
auditory information to enhance learning (Lange & Costly, 2020). This approach embeds instructors’ 
movements, gestures, and classroom space (Lim, 2021) to provide students with social and attentional 
cues, fostering a social partnership with the instructor and aiding comprehension of visual content 
(Stull et al., 2021). It emphasises the importance of concrete representations in contrast to abstract ones 
in lexicon representations.

The debate over why people from different cultures rank some words as more concrete than others 
persists (Hill et al., 2014; Vigliocco et al., 2014). However, it’s generally agreed that concepts 
experienced by sensory-motor brain networks in the dorsal stream are considered more concrete. In 
linguistics studies, word concreteness is often determined by factors like imageability and contextual 
availability, where higher values indicate greater concreteness (Montefinese, 2019). Recent studies also 
indicate that the differentiation between concrete and abstract word representations in our brain involves 
the inferior frontal gyros, with abstract concepts showing more engagement in verbal regions (Wang  
et al., 2010).

Despite the availability of various datasets for common word concreteness evaluations (such as 
the Brysbaert dataset), predicting the concreteness of infrequent words and non-words is becoming 
increasingly essential to meet growing demands (Chuang et al., 2020). Even pseudo-words composed 
of sound strings have gained significance in psycholinguistic research, with recent computational 
models emphasizing their semantic relevance, thus necessitating a deeper understanding of their 
properties (Yu-Ying Chuang et al., 2020). Furthermore, many studies highlight the implications of 
specific language processing styles in various mental disorders, including Schizophrenia, Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), and Aphasia.

Among them, signs and symptoms of Schizophrenia can vary but usually involve delusions, 
hallucinations, or disorganised speech (McCutcheon et al., 2023). People with schizophrenia 
experience hallucinations, which can involve seeing or hearing things that do not exist. Hearing these 
voices might be the most common hallucination (Faden, 2023). Effective communication can be 
impaired when thoughts are disorganised, and answers to questions may be incomplete or unrelated 
in speech. It is possible to put meaningless words together in a speech that cannot be understood, 
sometimes called a word salad (Andreasen, 1979). In addition, the motor behaviour may be highly 
disorganised or abnormal, manifesting as childlike silliness or unpredictable agitation. Behaviour is 
not focused on a goal, so it is hard to accomplish tasks. An individual may resist instructions, have 
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an inappropriate posture, have a complete lack of response, or have excessive and useless movement 
(Modesti et al., 2023). Also, schizophrenic people may have negative symptoms, such as neglect of 
personal hygiene or the appearance of lack of emotion (not making eye contact, not changing facial 
expressions, or speaking monotonously). Additionally, the individual may lose interest in everyday 
activities and withdraw socially. These symptoms are directly and indirectly effective in embodied 
representation of words.

Dyslexia and Schizophrenia affect the Magnocellular pathway that processes more global attentional 
scope (Grinter et al., 2010) also abstract and daily words (Peng et al., 2020; Krahmer, 2009) 
So that the correlation between representing abstract and concrete words and mental disorders 
(Binney et al., 2016) is obvious. An explanatory article (Ponari et al., 2018) shows that children 
with Developmental language disorders (DLD) only learn abstract concepts as much as ordinary 
children. Developmental language disorders (DLD) affect how children learn, understand, and use 
language. These language difficulties are not attributed to other conditions, such as hearing loss or 
autism, or extenuating circumstances, such as a lack of exposure to language (Zapparrata, 2023). 
Thus, having deep insight into pseudoword properties would help to better disease differential 
diagnosis (Hoffmann, 2011).

The other application of concrete and abstract recognition is in marketing, especially Neuromarketing 
(Bhardwaj, 2023). As a marketing discipline, neuromarketing applies neuroscience and cognitive 
science. Market research can provide insight into customers’ needs, motivations, and preferences 
that conventional methods such as surveys and focus groups. To better understand how customers 
react at a non-conscious level, neuromarketing can be used to evaluate specific advertisements, 
marketing, packaging, content, etc. In this vein, concrete and abstract processings are vital. To be 
more precise, the lexical decision task provides researchers with pieces of evidence about the faster 
reaction time to the concrete lexicons in comparison with the abstract ones (Barber et al., 2013).

Furthermore, researchers demonstrate a link between labelling and consumer choices regarding 
concreteness (Hodel, Olszewska, & Falkowski, 2022; Jiang, & Punj, 2010). Combining these findings 
from Linguistics and Branding Sciences, including nonwords, pseudoword, and sound-symbolised 
word properties, we can efficiently label products to stand out from the others. An example of 
sound symbolism is the non-arbitrary mappings between speech sounds’ phonetic properties and 
their meanings. Although the topic has received extensive literature, the acoustic and psychological 
mechanisms contributing to sound symbolism remain unclear (Suárez, 2022).

The new usages of this distinction between concrete and abstract words are for determining the 
perception of a text in terms of complexity levels (Solovyev et al., 2018) in the Educational Sciences. 
Text complexity is determined as the level of difficulty of reading and understanding of text regarding 
components like the readability of the text, the levels of meaning or purpose in the text, the structure 
of the text, the conventionality and clarity of the language, and the knowledge demands of the text 
(Benedetto, 2023).

In the study, a set of step-by-step linear regression models was created to determine the most reliable 
predictors of concreteness. A 10-fold cross-validation statistical analysis was then used to evaluate the 
performance of the best model in terms of prediction accuracy.

Method

The open access data used for this study included 40000 English words and their mean values of 
concreteness, as reported by Brysbaert et al. (2013), besides their perceptual strength and their 
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action strength according to the Lancaster multimodal norms (Lynott, 2019). Essentially Brysbaert  
et al. conducted a new concreteness rating study in order to 

1. obtain concreteness ratings for a much larger sample of English words, 
2. obtain ratings from all kinds of experiences, and to
3. define a reference list of English lemmas for future research

We matched two datasets by removing uncommon words between two datasets in R statistical 
software using the tidyverse package in this software. Data science packages are part of the tidyverse, 
an opinionated collection of R packages. Then we replicated a well-known procedure used in 
Computational Chemistry (e.g., Dolatabadi et al., 2010; Nekoei et al., 2011). Since co-linearity is 
a deteriorating factor for the predictive models, we followed statistical criteria (e.g., Dohoo et al., 
1997) to detect correlated independent variables, namely, variance inflation factor (VIF) near ten and 
a correlation coefficient above or equal to 0.9.

After removing the missing values, our data dimensions were 39702 * 12, tested for the co-linearity 
(coefficient ≥0.9) among variables, including the dependent concreteness variable and 11-word norms.

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) Analysis

MLR is one of the most frequently used methods for determining competent variables for predicting 
the outcomes (Eberly, 2007).

It is a linear model extension that uses only one predictor:

Concreteness = a0 + a1⋅d1 + … + an⋅dn

where a0 as the intercept and also the regression coefficients are assigned through the least-square 
methods. We used R software to develop MLR models.

Stepwise Multiple Regression

The forward and backward or generally stepwise multiple regressions are used for the inclusion of the 
best predictors. This technique begins from a null model and a full model to add or remove variables 
step-wisely, which results in the discovery of the best-fitted model by the AIC values (Heinze et al., 
2018).

Cross-Validation Technique

To assess the consistency and reliability of a predictive method, researchers often employ cross-
validation techniques. These techniques can be broadly categorized into two types: exhaustive 
and non-exhaustive cross-validation. Exhaustive cross-validation includes methods like Leave 
Percent Out (LPO) and its specific case, Leave One Out (LOO). On the other hand, non-exhaustive 
cross-validation methods encompass k-folds cross-validation and repeated random sub-sampling 
validation (Baumann, 2003). In our current study, we adopted a non-exhaustive cross-validation 
approach. Initially, we partitioned our dataset into two distinct subsets: a 20% test set and an 80% 
training set. The training set was the foundation for building our predictive model, allowing it to 
learn from the data. Subsequently, we employed the test data to evaluate the model’s predictive 
performance (Baumann, 2003).
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Results

Since collinearity among variables impairs model performance, we first computed correlation coeffi-
cients for all of the variables that resulted in no correlated variables. The conclusion is based upon the 
idea that if one variable increases as the other increases, the correlation between the two is positive; if 
one decreases as the other increases, the correlation is negative. An absence of correlation is an expres-
sion of 0 (Dormann et al., 2013).

The residual standard error, determining how well a regression model fit the dataset, of the calculated 
stepwise model was 0.7235 on 39691 degrees of freedom (maximum number of logically indepen-
dent values) for the equation (1). For the model, the multiple R-squared was 0.5153, and the adjusted 
R-squared was equal to 0.5152, revealing that our calculated model was moderately good.

Eq (1): 

Concreteness = 1.890 – 0.025 Auditory. mean + 0.025 Gustatory. mean + 0.294 Haptic. mean + 0.214 
Olfactory. mean – 0.359 Interoceptive. mean + 0.337 Visual. mean – 0.053 Foot-leg. mean + 0.074 
Hand-arm. mean – 0.028 Head. mean + 0.210 Torso. Mean

After calculating VIF(a measure of multicollinearity amount in the regression variables) for our model 
(Fig. 2), none of the variables had near ten quantities (Alin, 2010), a fact that made us approve all 
independent variables in the step-wise model.

Figure 1 Correlation matrix for all variables.
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Figure 2 Variance inflation factor for stepwise model.

Figure 3 Cross-validation with PLS results for Equation.
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Figure 4 Prediction PLS results using four components.

After precise scrutiny of the prediction power of the built model for unseen data, we usually split the 
dataset randomly such that 80 percent of them constitute the training words, and the rest are catego-
rised as test words. Then, 10-fold cross-validation with Partial Least Square (PLS) analysis results, as 
illustrated in Fig. 3, revealed that our best model should be used with only four components to pre-
dict the unseen test data. After this four-component threshold, the prediction error remains stable, as 
demonstrated in the plot. This finding underscores the efficiency of our model in capturing the essential 
features required for accurate predictions, while further components do not significantly contribute to 
enhancing its performance.

Thereby, the prediction of the test dataset was conducted by random selection of 20 percent of the 
entire dataset. The results with PLS presented in Fig. 4 for RMSE = 0.7225 and R-square of 0.5173 
showed the acceptable quality of our model for the prediction of new test data.

Discussion

Sensorimotor data holds significant importance in understanding cognition. Existing studies that 
explore sensorimotor word meanings and concepts have often been limited by small sample sizes and 
a narrow range of sensorimotor experiences. However, the Lancaster norms provide a substantial data-
set encompassing sensorimotor strength for 39,707 concepts across six perceptual modalities (touch, 
hearing, smell, taste, vision, and interoception) and five action effectors (mouth/throat, hand/arm, foot/
leg, head excluding mouth/throat, and torso). This data was collected from 3,500 Amazon Mechanical 
Turk participants.
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The current study delved deeper into the dataset to determine which sensory-motor or modality-specific 
norms from the Lancaster dataset are most pertinent to predicting concreteness. Distinguishing between 
concreteness and abstractness is a well-known challenge in this field, as reviewed by Montefinese in 
2019. Moreover, the application of these norms in the detection of properties in unpredicted and new 
pseudo-words is a burgeoning area of research, as indicated by Chuang et al. in 2020.

Through a rigorous statistical selection process, eight variables have been identified within the 
analysis. These variables yielded six significant components for predicting concreteness values in the 
Brysbaer dataset. Regression coefficients are pivotal in estimating unknown population parameters 
and characterizing the relationship between predictors and responses in linear regression.

Among these coefficients, the three highest in our Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression (SW-MLR) 
model were visual mean (strength), haptic power, and interceptive strength, with values of 0.33(±0.005), 
0.294(±0.005), and –0.35(±0.005), respectively. These parameters reflect how participants experienced 
words through visual perception, haptic, and introspective modalities. It’s noteworthy that previous 
studies have not consistently linked object properties with tactile information, suggesting that tactile 
limitations for linguistic stimuli could result from an evolutionary adaptation related to endogenous 
attention (Connell & Lynott, 2010).

In contrast to haptic or visual perception, introspective perception (interoception) exhibited a negative 
correlation with concreteness. This underscores the relative significance of interoceptive perception in 
representing abstract concepts. Interoception involves perceiving sensations originating from within 
the body, encompassing physical sensations related to internal organ functions, such as heartbeat and 
respiration, as well as autonomic nervous system activity related to emotions (Zmigrod & Hommel, 
2013). This understanding could be pertinent to conditions like schizophrenia, where disrupted intero-
ception might play a role in various cognitive and emotional symptoms.

This study also considered olfactory perception, a process that begins with the stimulation of olfac-
tory sensory neurons and results in conscious awareness of an odor. We found a direct relationship 
between concreteness and both olfactory and torso strengths, with average regression coefficients near 
0.2 (±0.008). This suggests that items stimulating olfaction or involving the torso region of the body 
tend to be more concrete than abstract.

In our analysis, auditory, head, and foot-leg strengths exhibited the lowest regression coefficients, all 
with negative signs, while gustatory and hand-arm modalities showed positive signs. Notably, our best 
model, Eq. (1), did not include the head-mouth variable after the stepwise variable selection process, 
indicating its limited predictive power for concreteness ratios.

Auditory perception also played a role in our study, with most individuals losing the ability to hear 
higher frequencies as they age. Human hearing typically falls within the range of 20 Hz to 20 kHz, 
with the ear being most sensitive to frequencies between 1000 and 3,500 Hz, which aligns with the 
frequency range of human speech communication (Kohansal, 2023). However, these properties may 
vary among individuals, such as introverts and extroverts, although specific sample statistics were not 
available in the current dataset.

Conclusion

Concreteness and abstractness of words and non-words are fuzzy and graded properties. Classical 
properties can be considered the basis for fuzzy properties, an extension and significant simplification 
of classical properties. It is easiest to comprehend within the framework of one’s participation in a set. 
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In essence, it permits partial membership, indicating that it contains components with variable degrees 
of membership in the properties. Here, we applied a stepwise linear regression method to select the 
best model for predicting the concreteness value in the Brysbaer dataset using Lancaster English  
frequent word norms.

Indeed, the step-by-step construction of a regression model in stepwise regression involves selecting 
independent variables to construct a final model. This method adds or removes potential explanatory 
variables in succession, and statistical significance is tested after each iteration (van Rooij, 2021). Con-
sequently, we found that all 11 variables of this dataset except the Head-mouth parameter are valuable 
predictors.

As a new demand to know the concreteness values of non-words and infrequent words, our statistical 
method can pave the way for controlled experiments when choosing words as a stimulus is critical. 
One limitation of our study was the same orthographical dataset which is a simplified understanding 
of concrete and abstract words. Recent studies show a correlation between orthography and concrete-
ness (Posner, 2022). Future observational studies can prove the validity of our computational model 
combined with the advanced orthographical dataset for the prediction of the concreteness of infrequent 
and non-words.
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